NOTE: Some parts are made to detach if excessive force is applied and are designed to be re-attached if separation does occur. Adult supervision may be necessary for younger children.
### Changing to Robot

1. **Saber Weapon**
   - Remove saber weapon from truck.

2. **Arms**
   - Pull out arms, separate cab front and swing out to sides.

3. **Legs**
   - Fold back arms, pull back on legs and fold down feet.

4. **Chest Panel**
   - Stand robot and pull down chest panel.

5. **Head**
   - Press back on tab and pull out robot's head.

6. **Saber Weapon**
   - Push head down into position, then turn robots face forward, close chest panel.

7. **Saber Weapon**
   - Insert saber weapon into robot's right fist.

8. **Trailer**
   - Open lid at front of trailer, press button as shown to "convert" trailer into battle station.

9. **Laser Cannon**
   - With rocket launcher in down position, remove bellows as shown. Snap laser cannon into position.

10. **Missile Launcher**
    - Swing up disk launcher, remove 5-shot missile launcher from inner wall and snap it in place as shown.
**Operating Launchers:**

1. Insert missiles (5) into launcher barrels and lock in place. Press triggers to fire! Launcher can also be removed and inserted into robot's left fist!

2. Store rocket and extra missiles as shown.

3. Load rocket onto rocket launcher tube. (Note: the "D" shaped design inside the rockets match the "D" shaped design of the launcher tube. If properly inserted, a rocket will slide easily onto tube.) Punch the belows to fire rocket!

**Operating Laser Cannon:**

1. Insert disks into disk launcher. Turn trigger knob for multishot, disk firing action!

2. Fit the red laser cannon post into robot's right fist and fit the other post into hole in top of the tower.
CHANGING TO VEHICLE

1. Remove Saber Weapon from Robot.
2. Rotate Robot's Head backwards, open chest panel.
3. Fold down head into chest.
4. Close chest panel.

5. Fold up feet and push in legs, fold out arms.
6. Close cab front, fold arms in.
7. Fit Saber Weapon below truck by sliding weapon's tabs between truck's grooves.
8. Swind down disk launcher, remove 3-shot missile launcher and place into inner wall.
9. With rocket launcher in up position, place bellows into tower, remove laser cannon.

10. Fold up sides of battle station.
11. Swing down tanker onto frame.
12. Close lid at the front of trailer.

VEHICLE MODE

OPERATING DISK LAUNCHER:

INSERT DISKS INTO LAUNCHER, LAUNCHER PINOTS 360°, TURN TRIGGER KNOB FOR MULTI-SHOT, DISK FIRING ACTION!